Cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) is involved in the metabolism of a majority of drugs. Heterotropic cooperativity of drug binding to CYP3A4 was examined with the flavanoid, α-naphthoflavone (ANF) and the steroid, testosterone (TST). UV-vis and EPR spectroscopy of CYP3A4 show that ANF binding to CYP3A4 occurs with apparent negative cooperativity and that there are at least two binding sites: 1) a relatively tight spin-state insensitive binding site (CYP•ANF) and 2) a relatively low affinity spin-state sensitive binding site (CYP•ANF•ANF). Since binding to the spin-state insensitive binding site is considerably tighter for ANF than TST, the spin-state insensitive binding site could be occupied by ANF, while titrating TST at the other site(s). 
Introduction
Cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP3A4) is an enzyme found in the liver and intestine and is responsible for the phase I metabolism of a majority of known drugs [1] [2] [3] . CYP3A4 exhibits non-hyperbolic steady-state kinetics and complex ligand-binding behavior in vitro [2] . The non-hyperbolic kinetics suggests that there is simultaneous binding of more than one ligand and that there is cooperativity between bound ligands [4] . Cooperativity can occur between ligands of the same (homotropic) or different (heterotropic) molecular species, leading to stimulation or inhibition of catalytic activity. Unfortunately, these interactions are not well understood [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
There are three prevailing models of cooperativity for cytochrome P450s (CYPs): the multisubstrate binding site model [11] [12] [13] , the peripheral effector binding site model [14] [15] [16] , and the conformational heterogeneity model [17] [18] [19] . With the multi-substrate binding model, multiple substrates are bound at unproductive binding sites within the active site that can modulate the apparent K m , k cat and V max of substrate that transiently occupies a metabolically productive position. In this model, the CYP enzyme will eventually metabolize all bound substrates. In contrast, the peripheral effector binding site model has an effector binding site that lies outside of the active site. Substrates bound at the effector binding site do not undergo metabolism directly, but they affect the kinetic parameters of the substrate in the active site by long-range interaction. Finally, in the conformational heterogeneity model, there are discrete, persistent populations of cytochrome P450s that have differential affinities for substrates and inhibitors. However, since this model is not mutually exclusive, it will not be addressed in this study. Notably, however, published data support each of these models, and it is likely that all contribute, depending on the specific ligands and the specific conditions of the assay.
The recently solved x-ray crystal structures of CYP3A4 have shed some light on the molecular basis of the first two models [20] [21] [22] . One structure of the enzyme showed that CYP3A4 has a large active site with a peripheral progesterone binding site, which would be consistent with the peripheral effector binding site model, although no progesterone occupied the active site [21] . Another structure shows two ketoconazole drug molecules bound in the active site of CYP3A4 simultaneously, which would be consistent with the multi-substrate binding model and was observed previously in the CYP3A4 homolog, cytochrome P450 eryF (P450 eryF ) [20, 23] . Neither structure provides conclusive evidence for the mechanism of cooperativity, since either the substrate was absent from the active site, the ligand was inhibitory, or the concentrations used can not be extrapolated to the solution experiments.
Despite these x-ray crystal structures, no consensus has emerged on the number of ligand binding sites within the enzyme. CYP3A4 has been modeled with two [11, 12, 14, 15, [24] [25] [26] , three [16, [27] [28] [29] , and more ligand [13] binding sites. Since the x-ray crystal structures of CYP3A4 and P450 eryF have at most 2 ligands bound simultaneously [20, 23] , the data in this study were modeled with two ligand binding sites.
TST and the flavanoid, α-naphthoflavone (ANF) are known as 'type 1' ligands of CYP3A4 because their binding increases the fraction of high spin (HS) heme by, presumably, displacing the heme bound water (Figure 1 ). These compounds exhibit both homotropic and heterotropic cooperativity in steady state kinetic assays and optical equilibrium binding assays [14, 15, 25, 28, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Therefore, these compounds are ideally suited for studying the mechanism of heterotropic and homotropic cooperativity. Here, UV-vis and EPR spectroscopy of CYP3A4 were used to study the cooperative binding events between these compounds. A model based on simulations is presented that is consistent with heterotropic and homotropic cooperativity for these ligands and is correlated to the known structural and kinetic aspects of ANF and TST binding to CYP3A4.
Materials and Methods

Absorbance spectroscopy
The absorbance experiments with CYP3A4 were performed using a Cary 3E absorbance spectrophotometer (Varian Scientific Instruments, Inc., Lake Forest, CA) or an Olis Modernized Aminco ® DW-2 (Olis, Inc., Bogart, GA) as previously described [37] [38] [39] . All samples contained 100 mM phosphate (pH 7.4, 25°C) and were titrated with ligand dissolved in ethanol to a maximum co-solvent concentration of 2%.
Estimation of HS and LS by absorbance spectroscopy
Absorbance spectra were deconvoluted into their LS and HS components and the broad δ-band using the multiple peak fitting package of Igor Pro 5.0 (Wavemetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, Oregon) in a similar fashion as described for P450 CAM , P450 eryF and CYP3A4 [15, 40, 41] . The relative areas under these peaks were previously calculated and compared to a low spin (LS) reference spectra to estimate percentages of LS and HS [15, 41] .
If the ligands of CYP3A4 have a strong effect on the extinction coefficients of the LS Soret band, then the method described above will not work [41] . The LS and HS Soret of the ligandbound CYP3A4 can be compared to the LS and HS Soret peaks of CYP3A4 with known percentages of LS and HS (e.g. CYP3A4 without ligands). Therefore, the areas of Soret peaks of CYP3A4 with known percentages of HS and LS were compared with the areas of the corresponding peaks in CYP3A4 with saturating ligand. This method was used for the estimation of spin state with 9-aminophenanthrene (9AP) bound to P450 eryF [41] .
Normalized absorbance difference spectroscopy
Normalized absorbance difference was previously used to examine the affect of TST on the spin state of CYP3A4 [15] . The absorbance changes observed by this method are directly related to the spin-state equilibrium constant, K SPIN . The absorbance of the HS or LS Soret band (e.g. LS Soret band at 420 nm in this case) is first normalized. Then absorbance changes are observed for the other Soret band (e.g. HS Soret band at 390 nm). A value related to ΔK SPIN can then be determined by subtracting the normalized absorbance of CYP with ligand from CYP without ligand. This is related to ΔK SPIN by:
where is the normalized absorbance at 390 nm.
This method of analysis has some advantages over other methods (i.e. simple absorbance difference, second derivative analysis, curve fitting, or direct measurement of the apparent absorbance bands [40, [42] [43] [44] [45] ) because it is not dependent on the extinction coefficients and it is insensitive to protein concentration and solvent artifacts. However, line width of Soret bands are not taken into account and the Soret bands are assumed to have similar extinction coefficients. Therefore, values obtained from this method should be considered approximate. Details of this method are provided in [15] .
EPR spectroscopy
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy was performed on a Bruker EMX xband (Bruker-Biospin, Billerica, MA) EPR spectrometer in liquid nitrogen (77K), using a liquid nitrogen dewar insert (Wilmad-Labglass, Buena, NJ). The EPR samples were prepared in 100 mM phosphate with 20% glycerol as a cryoprotectant (pH 7.4). TST in ethanol was titrated into 90-180 μM CYP3A4 and the final concentration of ethanol was kept < 2%. The EPR parameters are shown in the figure legends and were obtained under conditions of nonsaturating microwave power.
Simulations of the EPR and absorbance data
The changes in the absorbance spectra were fitted, using the computer program GEPASI [46] [47] [48] . Using GEPASI, the data were fit with the sequential ordered binding model with two binding sites [15, 27] :
The actual concentrations of The effects of two ligands on the spin-state of CYP3A4 are not expected to be identical. Therefore, the changes in the absorbance spectra are likely to have this relationship:
(Eq. 8)
(Abbreviations: A = amplitude of the absorbance change;
The spin coefficients are related to the fractional change in the spin-state. To be consistent, a positive spin coefficient (σ̣ > 0) represents a shift to the HS state, whereas a negative spin coefficient (σ̣ < 0) represents a shift to the LS state. The fractional change of spin state can be determined with:
where f s1 and f s2 = fractional change in spin-state by the first ligand and second ligand, respectively. Using these equations, the GEPASI computer program fitted the data using the evolutionary algorithm until the best fit was achieved. Thus, we can directly determine the effect of a ligand on the %HS.
Results
UV-vis spectroscopy was used to monitor changes in the spin-state equilibria of CYP3A4 in the presence of ANF and TST. Absorbance spectroscopy has been used previously to monitor the change in spin-state in both CYPs [15, 37, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] . Ligand-induced absorbance changes of heme absorbance bands of CYPs can be monitored by a variety of methods, including: simple absorbance difference, normalized absorbance difference, second derivative analysis, curve fitting, and the direct measurement of the apparent absorbance bands [15, 37, 40, [42] [43] [44] [45] . With simple absorbance difference method, the absorbance of the CYP in the presence of ligand is subtracted from the absorbance without ligands present. As long as the ligand does not affect the extinction coefficient of the heme absorbance significantly, the difference will reflect a change in spin state. On the other hand, in cases where the extinction coefficients of the heme absorbance bands are affected by ligand, a simple difference will not reflect only changes to spin state. In this case, the normalized absorbance difference method can be used. In the normalized absorbance difference method, the absolute absorbance spectra are normalized in the HS (~390 nm) or LS (~420 nm) Soret regions, thereby eliminating the effect of ligand on the extinction coefficients of the absorbance bands. Then, the normalized CYP spectrum in the absence of ligands is subtracted from the normalized absorbance spectrum of CYP with ligand. The amplitude of the difference reflects a change in K SPIN [15] . This method was useful previously in examining the binding and change in spin-state equilibria induced by TST on CYP3A4 [15] . Figure 2A shows the absorbance difference of ANF binding to 1 μM CYP3A4. Fitting the curve shown in Figure 2B with the Hill equation results in a K S and n-value of 6.0 ± 0.3 μM and 1.23 ± 0.07, respectively. These values are consistent with K S = 5.3-5.7 μM and n = 1.7 that were obtained previously [28, 49] . However, in these titrations there appeared to be significant interference from the ANF absorbance shown as a rise at 350 nm [cf. . In order to minimize the interference from ANF, the negative amplitude at 425 nm was monitored as a function of [ANF] and is shown in Figure 2B (open circles) and fit with the Hill equation. Although the n value was quite similar to the previous analysis (i.e. n=1.21 ± 0.03), the K S was significantly increased to 11 ± 0.5 μM. Therefore, the ANF absorbance overlap with the heme Soret bands of CYP3A4 clearly interferes with measurement of K S . Despite significant effort, the ANF absorbance could not be completely subtracted out at this [CYP] because small subtraction or titrating errors would lead to significant ANF absorbance artifacts in the 300-400 nm region.
To compensate for the overlapping ANF absorbance, absorbance experiments were performed at significantly higher concentration of CYP3A4 than previously [28] . Furthermore, in order to avoid artifacts introduced by baseline subtraction of difference spectra and to identify the ANF absorbance from heme absorbance, the absolute absorbance spectra were taken. Figure 3A shows the absolute UV-vis absorbance spectra of 5 μM CYP3A4 at several different concentrations of ANF with the background ANF signal subtracted out. The experiments were performed within an hour of putting CYP3A4 into solution and there was no detectable precipitation of the CYP3A4 protein.
There is an apparent decrease at 420 nm, which would be consistent with a shift to the HS-state. There is also a decrease in the absolute intensity of the HS Soret region at ~390 nm. Therefore, ANF most likely affects the extinction coefficient of the CYP3A4 heme. Figure 3B shows the difference plot of Figure 2A , where the absorbance spectra of CYP with ligands is subtracted from the spectrum of CYP without ligands (i.e. CYP+L − CYP). The difference plot appears asymmetric with a trough at 417 nm. In other words, there is a greater decrease in the absorbance at 417 nm than increase in the absorbance at 390 nm, which has been observed previously [cf. Figure 2B with Figure 2A of ref. 49] . The asymmetry observed with ANF further suggests that there are decreases in the molar extinction coefficients of the heme absorbance bands in addition to the shifts in the spin state equilibria. The trough mirrors the decreases in the absolute absorbance spectra observed in Figure 3A (cf. Figure 3A and B). This observation brings to light that the absorbance difference spectra do not necessarily have symmetric derivative line shapes. Figure 3C is a plot of the absorbance difference between 417 nm and 390 nm versus ANF concentration. The absorbance curve shows sigmoidal curvature with saturation of CYP3A4 at greater than 100 μM ANF.
Fitting Figure 3C with the Hill equation results in K S and n-values of 50 ± 3 μM and 1.39 ± 0.08, respectively, which differ considerably from values obtained previously (i.e. K S = 5.3-5.7 μM and n=1.7 [28, 49] [11, 50] . The source of the discrepancy is unclear, but our values for equilibrium binding appear to correlate well with the steady-state kinetic values determined from Shou and coworkers [11, 50] .
As mentioned earlier, ligand induced changes in the extinction coefficients of the heme absorbance bands of CYP3A4 do not necessarily reflect ligand induced spin-state changes. Normalized absorbance difference can be used to ameliorate the affect of ligand on extinction coefficient in the absorbance difference. Figure 3D -F shows the normalized absorbance difference of CYP3A4 in the presence of ANF. In Figure 3D , the absolute absorbance spectra are normalized at 420 nm, where the LS-associated Soret band overlaps little with the HSassociated Soret absorbance band [15] . Figure 3E shows the difference between normalized spectra of CYP3A4 with ligands subtracted from the normalized spectra without ligands. At <370 nm, there is still a significant contribution from ANF absorbance that is difficult to completely eliminate. There is also a small increase at 435 nm, which is indicative of a small shift of the LS Soret peak and there is also an increase at 390 nm, which would be expected for a "type I" ligand. The increases at 390 nm observed in Figure 3E do not overlap significantly with the ANF absorbance between 300-400 nm. Therefore, the amplitude at 390 nm should primarily represent the shift of the spin-state equilibrium of CYP3A4 to the HS-state. In Figure  3F , the amplitude of 390 nm was measured and plotted as a function of [ANF] . There is very little change in spin-state when the concentration is less than 1 equivalent ANF (see Figure 4F (inset)). After 1 equivalent, the CYP3A4 heme shifts to the HS state. This behavior is very similar to the behavior observed for binding of TST to CYP3A4 [15] , suggesting that ANF has qualitatively similar effects on the CYP3A4 heme.
Estimation of low spin and high spin concentration of CYP3A4 in the presence of ANF and TST
Curve fitting has been used previously to determine the %LS and %HS in CYPs [15, 40, 41] . Determining the fraction of LS and HS can provide insight into the coupling between spin state and ligand binding [15] . The absorbance bands of CYP3A4 between 300-500 nm reflect the spin-state state equilibria between the LS and HS-states of the bound heme. There are three overlapping absorbance bands that are found in this region: δ-band, HS and LS Soret bands. The HS and LS Soret bands are obviously associated with the HS and LS heme, respectively, while the δ-band has not been ascribed to a specific property of the heme in the literature. These bands can be deconvoluted by curve fitting as previously described [15, 40] . From the areas of the Soret peaks, the relative concentration of HS and LS can be calculated with respect to suitable controls.
Originally, the %LS and %HS were determined with CYP3A4 in the presence of saturating aniline as a LS reference [15, 41] . However, this could be problematic if the extinction coefficients of the CYP3A4 heme Soret bands are reduced in the presence of ANF, as suggested by the spectral results. Therefore, the %LS and %HS will be calculated as described for P450 eryF in the presence of 9AP [41] and in the materials and methods. CYP3A4 without ligands was used to determine the %LS and %HS of CYP3A4 with ligands that yield known spin state at saturation [15] . Figure 4 shows curve fitting in the presence and absence of ANF and TST. Figure 4A shows the absolute UV-vis absorbance spectrum in the absence of ligands with curve fitting shown as dotted lines. The δ-band, HS and LS Soret bands are found at 375 nm, 396 nm, and 419 nm, respectively. The %LS and %HS were 83% and 17%, respectively, as shown previously [15] . Figure 4B shows the absolute absorbance spectrum and curve fitting in the presence of saturating (256 μM) ANF. The δ-band, LS and HS Soret bands were found at 365 nm, 396 nm, and 419 nm, respectively. The ratios of the LS and HS Soret bands were compared against the corresponding bands of CYP3A4 as described in the materials and methods. The K SPIN ′ and %LS were 0.587 and 63%, respectively. This is very close to the value determined by Tsalkova and coworkers of 64% [29] . Figure 4C is the absolute absorbance spectrum with 70% saturation (i.e. 640 μM) of TST bound to CYP3A4. The δ-band and the HS and LS Soret peaks were found at 372 nm, 392 nm, and 418 nm, respectively. Again, the ratio method was employed. The K SPIN ′ was 0.667 and the corresponding %LS =60%. By extrapolating to 100% TST, the %LS would be close to 50% as previously observed using the LS as a reference instead of the ratio method [15] . Figure 4D shows the absolute absorbance spectrum of 640 μM TST with 1 equivalent (5 μM) ANF. The δ-band, HS, and LS Soret bands were found at 375 nm, 396 nm, and 419 nm, respectively. The K SPIN ′ and %LS were 0.818 and 55%, respectively, which is close to the value determined for TST alone [15] .
Gepasi simulations of calculated %HS of CYP3A4 in the presence of ANF and TST
Simulations can provide useful insight into the binding behavior of ligands to CYP3A4. In Figure 5 , using the normalized absorbance difference and the fraction of HS and LS in the presence and absence of ligands, the %HS was calculated in the presence of ANF, TST, and TST with 1 equivalent ANF. The curves were then fit with GEPASI and are shown as solid lines. Figure 5A shows the affect of ANF on the %HS. At low concentrations of ANF, there are very little changes in spin state. A break occurs at one equivalent ANF followed by a shift to the HS state. Fitting this curve with GEPASI results in a K D (L1) and K D (L2) of 1 ± 0.5 μM, and 55 ± 3 μM, respectively. The f s1 and f s2 from this fitting were 7% and 93%, respectively. This is compared with the effects of binding TST to CYP3A4 as shown in Figure 5B . No significant changes are observed in the CYP3A4 heme Soret bands until > 1 equivalent TST [15] . This is followed by an increase to the HS state that qualitatively mirrors the affects of ANF. Analysis with GEPASI produced K D (L1) and K D (L2) values of 20 ± 13μM and 400 ± 37μM, respectively, which were very similar to previously determined values [15] . The fractional spin state changes of the two binding sites were f S1 =~0% and f S2 =100%, indicating that the spin-state shift primarily occurs with the formation of the CYP•TST•TST complex. Simulation of the curve using the equilibria shown in Figure 5D leads to a K D (L2) for TST in the presence of 1 equivalent ANF of 132 ± 6 μM. This value is tighter than the value determined by fitting the curve with a single exponential with a τ of 155 μM (data not shown), which would be expected since the single exponential fit does not take competition of TST and ANF into account. This value is also about 3-fold tighter than the binding of TST in the absence of ANF. It is clear that occupancy of the high affinity spin state-insensitive ANF binding site causes TST to preferentially occupy its spin state-sensitive binding site even at low TST concentrations. This is consistent with the previously observed "lack" of competition observed between ANF and TST, since they only analyzed the spin-state sensitive binding in their study [29] . Therefore, the high affinity and spin-state insensitive binding sites of TST and ANF are competitive.
EPR spectroscopy CYP3A4 in the presence of ANF and TST
EPR spectroscopy can be a useful tool for probing the electronic environment of the P450 heme [e.g. 15, 51, 52]. In principle either the LS or HS EPR signals can be used to examine the effect of ligand binding on spin state. However the HS and LS EPR signals can not be directly compared against each other because they have totally different saturation and temperature dependence. For example, the HS EPR signal is essentially absent above 20K, while the LS EPR signal can be observed as high as 90K. Another complicating factor is that the HS EPR signal overlaps with the LS EPR signal [53] . In order to calculate the fraction of HS or LS for either EPR signal, suitable controls need to be used and conditions need to be used that avoid overlap between the HS and LS EPR signals. Aniline was found to convert CYP3A4 primarily to LS [15] and is therefore a suitable LS control. However, no comparable ligand was found to convert CYP3A4 completely to HS. Once the fraction of LS or HS is determined, the fraction of the other spin state can be easily calculated, since the CYPs are completely oxidized.
At 77K, the LS EPR absorbance displays three transitions, g z , g y , g x , which roughly correspond to the axes of the heme [54] . Fortuitously, there is little interference from the HS EPR signal at this temperature, which would complicate the measurement. The amplitudes of the LS transitions directly reflect a change in [LS] without interference from overlapping ligand absorbances, which plagued the absorbance titrations. Since the temperature dependence of spin state is small for isolated CYP3A4 [15] , experiments performed at this temperature can provide insight into the temperature dependence of ligand binding. In this study, EPR was used to examine the temperature dependence of ANF and TST binding to CYP3A4. Figure 6 shows the LS heme EPR spectra and double-integration in the presence of ANF and, for comparison, TST and aniline. Figure 6A show the LS heme EPR spectra in the presence of 0 and 19 equivalents of ANF. The LS EPR spectra of CYP3A4 in the absence of ligands show transitions at g z =2.41, g y =2.23, and g x =1.87 with 84% LS and 16% HS as previously observed [15] . With the addition of 0.5 equivalents of ANF, the amplitude of the g-transitions increased, which is consistent with the observed increases in the normalized absorbance difference spectra. No shifts in the g-transitions were observed with the first equivalent ANF. At close to saturating ANF (~2 mM), there is a significant decrease in ANF amplitude of the LS EPR signal, indicating a shift of the equilibrium to the HS-state, which would be expected for "type I" ligands. In addition, there is also a very small shift of the g z transition to g z =2.408. However, ANF never completely saturated CYP3A4 as observed in the UV-Vis titration, suggesting that the binding of ANF to CYP3A4 is considerably weaker at 77K than 298K. Figure 6B shows the double integration of the LS EPR signals plotted as a function of [ANF] as described in [15] . The amplitude of the double integration is shown in Figure 6C (closed squares). The double integrated amplitude increases somewhat to about 2.5 equivalents. After 2.5 equivalents, the amplitude decreases to about 60% LS. Quantitative measurements of ANF binding were made by fitting the data in Figure 5C to the sequential ordered binding model with the GEPASI computer program. For ANF binding to CYP3A4, the dissociation constants determined from this simulation were K D (L1)=1000 ± 386 μM and K D (L2) = 680 ± 263 μM.
The double integrated amplitude of CYP3A4 in the presence of TST from [15] were also plotted on Figure 5C (open circles). As observed previously, there is very little change in spin state until the [TST] is greater than 1 equivalent. Then the %LS decreases until about 50%. The fitted dissociation constants for this ligand were K D (L1)=72 ± 35 μM and K D (L2) = 844 ± 72 μM.
Qualitatively, ANF and TST both exhibit the strongest effects on the spin state of CYP3A4 after 1 equivalent of the corresponding ligands, while exerting only minute or no effects below 1 equivalent. In other words, binding of ANF and TST appear to have similar effects on the CYP3A4 LS heme EPR signal.
Thermodynamics ANF and TST binding to CYP3A4
Previously, we showed that the binding thermodynamics of TST could be deconvoluted because of apparent negative cooperativity of the ligand and relatively high [CYP3A4] [15] . In this study, both ANF and TST appear to bind with similar apparent negative cooperativity and they have qualitatively similar effects on the UV-vis and EPR spectra. There are, however, significant differences in the binding affinities of ANF and TST to CYP3A4. This property was used to probe the heterotropic cooperativity between ANF and TST bound to CYP3A4.
Thermodynamic analysis can be useful for examining the energetic relationships between binding and spin-state. Because thermodynamic parameters are compared on a logarithm scale, thermodynamic values are only sensitive to dramatic changes in the K D . In other words, this type of analysis is insensitive to moderate experimental errors from using UV-vis and EPR spectroscopies.
One can graphically visualize the thermodynamic relationship by plotting the free energy of binding (i.e. ΔG) as a function of occupancy as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 7A and B shows the ΔG of binding at different temperatures. The temperature dependence of ligand binding to CYP3A4 is not well documented, and we observed a remarkable difference in the temperature dependence of TST versus ANF binding. Because of the weak temperature dependence of spin state in isolated CYP3A4 [15] , strong temperature dependent binding would suggest a ligand-induced temperature-dependent conformational change [e.g. 55, 56, 57] . A critically important feature of this ligand-dependent temperature effect is that it emphasizes that the putative conformational change is also ligand-dependent. Not all ligands that bind at the peripheral site necessarily induce the same conformational change. The temperature dependence of ANF binding could result from a temperature dependent change in solubility. The observed weaker binding for ANF at 77K would indicate that there was an increase in solubility at 77K than at 298K. In other words, ANF concentration would be higher in the bulk aqueous phase than bound to the protein. However, the effect of solubility on the binding constants should be similar, since solubility would only affect exchange into the bulk aqueous phase. Therefore, the ΔΔGs between 25°C and 77K should not show significant differences in this case. Instead, there is a significant difference between the ΔΔGs at 25°C and 77K (i.e. ΔΔG(25°C)-ΔΔG(77K)=2.4 kcal mol −1 -(−0.3 kcal mol −1 )=2.7 kcal mol −1 ). These results suggest that formation of CYP3A4•ANF and CYP3A4•ANF•ANF are not solely due to solubility. Therefore, the formation of CYP3A4•ANF and CYP3A4•ANF•ANF may be coupled to the temperature-dependent conformations of CYP3A4. Figure 7B shows the binding thermodynamics of TST at 77K and 25°C, using data from [15] . The K D (L1) and K D (L2) of TST at 25oC to CYP3A4 of 20 μM and 400 μM, respectively. This is quite similar to the K D (L1) and K D (L2) of TST at 77K of 72 μM and 844 μM, respectively, by analysis with GEPASI. These values can be represented as ΔGs with ΔG(L1) and ΔG(L2) at 25°C of −6.5 kcal mol −1 and −4.7 kcal mol −1 . At 77K, the ΔG(L1) and ΔG(L2) are −5.7 kcal mol −1 and −4.2 kcal mol −1 , which differs little from the values at 25°C. The ΔΔG of the binding at 25°C and 77K is 1.8 kcal mol −1 and 1.5 kcal mol −1 , respectively, which is only a 0.3 kcal mol −1 difference in ΔΔG between the two temperatures. 
Discussion
The binding of TST and ANF to CYP3A4 have been studied by several labs and the heterotropic interactions between these ligands are well appreciated. However, no detailed analysis of the energetics of the cooperativity has been reported. From our current study at high [CYP3A4], we were able to deconvolute the individual binding events of TST and ANF. By combining the individual parameters for the various binding events, we are able to produce a working model of heterotropic cooperativity.
The formation of CYP•ANF or CYP•TST leads to very little change in spin-state of the heme. This spin-state insensitive binding reveals itself as a lag phase in the TST and ANF titrations of CYP3A4. However, in the presence of 1 equivalent ANF, the lag phase disappears in the TST titration of CYP3A4, resulting in a "hyperbolic" titration curve. In terms of cooperativity measured by Hill analysis, this would appear as a decrease in the Hill coefficient. This correlates well with the fluorescently-labeled CYP3A4 mutant, CYP3A4(C58,C64)-BADAN, where the n-value reduced to 1 in the presence of ANF and TST [49] . Also, the kinetics of 6β-hydroxylation of TST, which showed a marked decrease in the apparent cooperativity from n=1.3 to 1.1 in the presence of ANF [14] . Another study looked at the effect of ANF on rabbit CYP3A6 and human CYP3A4 steroid metabolism and a decrease in cooperativity was also observed [32] . These studies suggested that ANF reduced the cooperativity of binding and steroid metabolism [14, 32, 49] . A simpler explanation is that the ANF competes with TST for the same spin-state insensitive binding site as shown in our study.
The fact that this site induces very little change in spin-state might suggest that the ligand is relatively far from the heme. In fact, the x-ray crystal structure of CYP3A4 with progesterone bound suggested that there is a progesterone binding site that is 17 Å from the heme [21] . Due to the structural similarities between TST and progesterone, we previously asserted that TST was bound at this site [15] . Since ANF and TST appear to compete for the same spin-state insensitive binding site, we propose ANF also binds at this peripheral binding site.
In the thermodynamic analysis of the TST titrations of CYP3A4 in the presence of 1 equivalent ANF, ANF appeared to increase TST's affinity for the spin state sensitive binding site. The 3-fold increased binding affinity of TST in the presence of ANF would correlate well with the 2-3 fold stimulation of the metabolism of TST by ANF [25] . Cooperativity between two ligand binding sites can occur by direct interaction between ligands or by indirect interaction through the protein. The x-ray crystal structure of 9-aminophenanthrene (9AP) and androstenedione with P450 eryF is one example of positive cooperativity by direct interaction of one ligand to another [23] . In this case, one ligand binds to the heme, forming the tight binding site for the second ligand. For 9AP, the two molecules that form the P450•9AP•9AP complex appear to induce similar effects on the spin-state of the heme, which is not surprising considering their close proximity to the heme [41] . Taking steric considerations into account implies that the "first" 9AP binds closest to the heme [23] . Using the x-ray crystal structure of P450 eryF bound with either 9AP or androstenedione as a model for ANF and TST binding, the tight binding site would be at the heme, forming the weak binding site for the other ligand. The tight binding site for both ANF and TST induces little change in spin-state of CYP3A4 suggests that it is not bound close to the heme. In fact, the x-ray crystal structure of CYP3A4 with progesterone bound shows that there is a tight binding site peripheral to the active site that lies 17 Å from the heme [21] Cooperativity by indirect interaction (i.e. allosteric interaction) has been classically demonstrated in hemoglobin [58] [59] [60] . The idea of structurally distinct populations or conformational changes of CYP3A4 has been suggested previously [16, 28, 61] . From this study, there are a couple of lines of evidence that support allosteric interaction of TST metabolized at the heme from a remote site in CYP3A4 with ANF. First, the binding of ANF at the spin-state insensitive binding site leads to positive cooperativity toward the spin-state sensitive binding site of TST. Second, the binding of ANF at the spin-state insensitive site is highly temperature dependent with a 1000 fold decrease in binding affinity from 298K and 77K, suggesting a protein conformational transition concomitant with ANF binding to the spin state-insensitive binding site.
Further evidence for the possibility of long range allosteric interactions comes from mutations performed previously on the "substrate site recognition" residues of CYP3A4 (i.e. F108, S119, I120, I210, F213, F215, I301, L373 and L479 in [13] and the double mutant L211 and D214 in [25] ) and are now reviewed in the context of the recently solved x-ray crystal structure of CYP3A4 with progesterone [21] , which is shown in Figure 8 . The residues are color coded according to their effect on ANF modulation of progesterone and TST metabolism with red, yellow, and green, indicating strongest to weakest effect. The residue F213, which is in direct contact with the progesterone molecule, and residue 479, which lies close to the progesterone binding niche, are found to have a moderate affect on ANF modulation of progesterone metabolism [13] . The residues corresponding to the double mutant, L211 and D214, which also are close to the progesterone molecule, induce very strong effects on both modulation of TST and progesterone metabolism by ANF [25] . Both of these results support the proposal that ANF binds at this peripheral binding site. In addition, there are several other residues that do induce significant changes in the interaction and lie far from the binding site (i.e. I210 and L373). Therefore, this distribution of amino acids strongly suggests that a long conformational changes occur between the ANF binding site, which we propose is the progesterone binding site, and the active site near the heme.
The working model of heterotropic cooperativity observed between TST and ANF is shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9A and B show binding of TST in the absence and presence of 1 equivalent ANF, respectively. Figure 9A shows the binding of TST at the peripheral binding site leads to very little conformational changes in the heme active site. A conclusion made by the apparent weak temperature dependence of TST binding to CYP3A4 ( Figure 7B ). This is supported by the x-ray crystal structure of CYP3A4 with [21] and without [22] progesterone, which showed that there are only very minor differences between these two structures (data not shown). Figure  9B shows the binding affect of ANF on TST binding. The peripheral (distal) or spin-state insensitive binding site of CYP3A4 is occupied by ANF, while the proximal or spin-state sensitive binding site can be occupied by TST. In this case, the ANF induces significant conformational changes to CYP3A4, leading to approximately a 3-fold increase in the affinity for TST binding to the proximal binding site. The ANF molecule locks the CYP3A4 into a conformation that is distinct from the conformation without ligands. This is followed by the metabolism of TST at the proximal binding niche that is near the heme, leading to stimulation of TST metabolism and the TST metabolic profile that was previously observed [25] . Finally, Figure 9 is somewhat similar to a model proposed by Isin et al. [16] , in which the ligand, bromocriptine, binds first at a peripheral site and conformational changes occur at active site. Although our work does not address kinetic aspects of the individual sites, the two models are generally consistent with each other, and the current model provides a thermodynamic basis for heterotropic effects in CYP3A4. Structures of A) α-naphthoflavone (ANF) and B) testosterone (TST). X-ray crystal structure of CYP3A4 with progesterone-bound, showing mutated residues that had effects on ANF modulation of progesterone metabolism. The residues F108, S119, I120, I210, F213, F215, L373 and L479 from [13] and residues L211 and D214 from [25] are color coded according to their effect. Residues colored red have greater than 2 fold affects on ANF modulation of progesterone or TST metabolism. Residues colored yellow have between 1 fold and 2 fold affects on ANF modulation of progesterone or TST metabolism. Residues colored green show between 0 and 1 fold affect on ANF modulation of progesterone or TST metabolism.* Denotes the residues that correspond to the double mutant (i.e. L211 and D214) of [25] . Working model of binding of ANF and TST to CYP3A4. A) Binding of TST occurs in a sequential fashion, where the "first" TST binds to a distal peripheral binding site. Once this site is occupied by TST, a "second" TST can bind near the heme, where it is metabolized. B) The binding of ANF competes with TST for the peripheral binding niche. The binding of ANF leads to a conformational change in the CYP3A4. TST then preferentially binds near the heme with higher affinity toward this binding site than in the absence of ANF.
